Legal Solutions,
Simplified
Integrated solutions for the
modern litigation lifecycle.
Visit trustpoint.one

One Point of Contact,
Multiple Points of Expertise
Trustpoint.One is among the largest legal
solutions providers in the country, serving
the Am Law 400 and the Fortune 2000. Our
solutions address the entire litigation life cycle,
from beginning to end. It’s everything you
need, all in one place, with one trusted partner.
This is legal solutions, simplified.

At a Glance:
Headquartered in Atlanta
Ten offices in eight cities
Nine review centers with 1,200 seats
5,000+ court reporters
1,000+ attorneys and paralegals
Data Security: HIPAA compliant, SOC 2
Type II, and ISO 9001:2015 certified

Integrated Legal Solutions

eDiscovery
A partnership based approach

Managed Review
Proven process, applied virtually

Court Reporting
Nationwide & remote depositions

Legal Staffing
Temporary, permanent & flexible

Translation
More than language, knowledge

eDiscovery
eDiscovery isn’t just about technology, it’s also
about the people who run it. We’ve built our
teams to deliver a great experience, every time.
LEARN MORE

Managed Services Done Right
No contracts, no penalties & no hidden fees.
Rather, we’ve shifted our focus to what we
have in common with our clients. We call it the
partnership program.

Trustpoint’s Ai team is bringing a new
approach to eDiscovery by combining human
and artificial intelligence.

Custom eDiscovery
Our custom end-to-end eDiscovery solutions
are flexible and built-to-order. Whether you
need a little, or a lot, let us create a solution
tailored to your case. Pay only for what you
need, get a whole lot more.

Article: Ai & eDiscovery: The Future is Collaborative
Article: 5 Reasons eDiscovery & Review Work Better Together
Interview: Aligning Interests & Rethinking eDiscovery

BreachResponse: A proprietary software
and workflow that cuts post data-breach
review costs.

Our people and our approach make the
difference. How dedicated pods deliver a
great customer experience.

Managed Review
Our consultative, process-driven approach
leverages proven strategies and best practices
every step of the way.

LEARN MORE

Managing Attorney
Our managing attorneys have extensive
experience managing large-scale complex
matters for a variety of corporate clients and
law firms. They are all experienced eDiscovery
professionals who work to maximize efficiencies
by leveraging technology to develop custom
AI-optimized workflows.

Phases of Review
We are proficient in helping our clients through
all of the potential phases of a litigation or
investigation including but not limited to
ECA, pre-review consulting, protocol drafting,
internal investigations, reviews for production,
offensive reviews, privilege logs, and deposition
preparation. Our experience stretches across
all industries including Second Requests,
Hatch Waxman ANDA matters, government
investigations, banking, and many others.

Reporting
Each project will have a dedicated managing
attorney to serve as a single point-of-contact
for the review team while also providing indepth customized daily reporting.

Accuracy
Because of our expertise in managing
large scale reviews, our teams excel at
implementing robust and structured quality
control to ensure accuracy and uniformity.

Efficiency
Custom workflows to efficiently review
documents while training & monitoring
review teams to optimize the rate of review.

Virtual and Secure
Our secure review process builds upon
proven talent and workflows to establish
geographically independent review teams.

Court Reporting
We choose our court reporters for their history of
accuracy, customer experience and on-time delivery.
Our next-level technology simplifies the entire process.

LEARN MORE

Anytime, Anywhere
We offer a full suite of court reporting and
deposition services, delivered nationwide
with next day service. Solutions include:
Real time reporting, videography,
videoconferencing, remote depositions,
interpreters, translations, and more.

With Case Dynamics, upload transcripts to
Relativity and automatically check testimony
against evidence. Learn more.

Remote Depositions
Our remote solutions are already in place
to help attorneys avoid unnecessary travel.
Conduct all your depositions securely, from any

Use our deposition summaries to take
complex testimony and distill it down to an
easy-to-use format. Learn more.

location, with our proven and reliable platform.
Learn more.

Article: Remote Depositions: A Few Things We’ve Learned
Interview: Paralegal Life
Article: From Courtrooms to Living Rooms

When security is essential, we use a
FedRamp approved platform for remote
depositions. Learn more.

Legal Staffing
Leverage our team of expert recruiting, sales and
leadership specialists to deliver the talent you
need, right when you need it.

LEARN MORE

Interim Staffing

For Law Firms

Lean on one of the nation’s largest full-service
providers for a vetted, top-tier contract
workforce. Attorneys and paralegals are
available coast to coast and prepared for any
size project at any time.

Choose a recruitment partner that
understands the modern legal landscape &
law firm culture. Learn more.

For In House Legal Departments
Recruitment expertise to meet the

Permanent Placement

ever-evolving needs of in-house legal

Our recruitment team partners with top legal
professionals to align talent with opportunity.
Our customized approach has provided
immediate value to our law firm and corporate
clients, since 1987.

departments. Learn more.

Flexible Talent

Reviewers, eDiscovery Project Managers,

Get expertise on-demand with flexible legal
talent. Retain high-level attorneys with AmLaw
& Fortune 500 experience at a fraction of the
traditional cost.

Talent Includes:
Attorneys, Paralegals, Compliance Specialists,
Contract Managers, Foreign Language
Experts, Patent Attorneys, Document
Litigation Support Managers.

Article: Legal Load Management: Strategies from the NBA
Case Study: Flexible Legal Talent as a Long Term Solution

Legal Translations
In a fast-paced global market, translations play a
critical role. When you need absolute precision,
accurately and on time, Trustpoint delivers.

LEARN MORE

In Depth Experience

eDiscovery Advantages

As one of the nation’s largest integrated legal
solutions providers, we understand your
challenges and the importance of timely and
accurate translations. We have experience
in a wide range of matters, including FCPA
investigations, cross-border disputes,
arbitrations, antitrust and patent litigation.

As a leading eDiscovery and translations service
provider, we have the experience to know what
matters most in multilingual discovery.

Priority Support
Our dedicated team of project managers
will work closely with you to ensure that
your translation needs are met. Backed by a
certified quality-assurance program, we handle
your documents with the confidentiality and
expertise we know you expect.

Faster Insight
Language Identification provides highlevel reports on data sets and identifies the
resources required for discovery.

Volume Efficiency
Use machine translations to decode large
volumes of data, saving resources in the
review process.

Trial-Ready
Translation by qualified linguists ensures

Article: Multilingual eDiscovery: 3 Steps to Success
Case Study: AmLaw 100 Translation Challenge

credibility during witness interviews and
court presentations.

Let’s Talk
855.669.1205 | info@trustpoint.one

